Abstract-In multi-beam satellite communication systems, users suffer from 3dB power attenuation in beam-edge area. This problem also exists in terrestrial cellular network. To solve this problem, terrestrial system employs joint transceiving that makes adjacent cells transmit signals together. The purpose of this paper is to propose a method of joint transceiving by compositing beams for satellite systems. The equal-gain combination algorithm is presented to simplify beams from component beams. Then we propose a joint transceiving scheme based on component beams based on a simplified processing algorithm. Simulation results show that SIR of users in beamedge increases by 6dB when using the joint transceiving scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, multi-beam technology are widely used in satellite systems. Multi-beam satellite systems employ multiple beams to cover the service area, and make every beam transmit its own signals. When arranging these beams as honeycomb, cellular network of terrestrial systems can be easily used in satellite systems.
Generally, crossover area of two adjacent beams is considered to have 3dB power attenuation in [1] . So in satellite cellular network, when users are in the edge area of their service beam, they may suffer from decrease of useful signal that leads to poor SINR. This problem also exists in terrestrial cellular network. To solve this problem, terrestrial system employs joint transceiving that makes adjacent cells transmit signals together. For terrestrial joint transceiving, one of the key problems is how to share information among cells which are physically separated. As the number of cells may be huge, it's virtually impossible to share all information. But for satellite systems, all information is transmitted via satellite, so there's no need to concern about sharing information among beams. Hence, joint transceiving seems to be an ideal method for satellite systems.
Some joint transceiving methods adopt Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) space-time coding in [2] . But for satellite systems, channels are usually correlated Rayleigh fading channels with strong Line Of Sight (LOS) component. Ref. [3] has shown that MIMO space-time codes suffers from serious performance degradation in such channels. So another method is needed to adapt joint transceiving to satellite systems. One method of joint transceiving is to make adjacent beams transmit the same signal and achieve coherent gain in beam-edge area. Due to this method, we need to insure that the phase of signal equal at the location of users. However the traditional method which employs channel estimation to estimate phase of every beam to adjust phase of signals to achieve the same is complex may delay because of the long distance between satellite and users. In this paper, we solve this problem by using a method of joint transceiving by composi¬ting beams for satellite systems. Recently, many scholars have studied the DBF algorithm and used it in many fields like adaptive beamforming, smart antennas and multibeam satellites in [4] - [10] . In these researches, the least mean square algorithm is considered to be an ideal algorithm which can be extended and used for the purpose of this paper. In this paper we proposed a joint transceiving scheme based on multiple component beams in which a simplified processing algorithm is used.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines system model. In Section III, a joint transceiving scheme for satellite systems is described. Then numerical calculation results are provided in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In multi-beam satellite systems, multiple composite beams compose coverage area. These beams are arranged as honeycomb so that frequency reuse can be used in multi-beam satellite network as well. In the case of satellite system, positions of users in service beam are expressed by points in spherical coordinates whose origin point is located at satellite. For beam m, its pattern is expressed as： ( , ) m E  , where  and  are parameters in spherical coordinates ( , , ) R . As R only effects path attenuation and phase changing, there's no need to put it as parameter in expression of patterns. Multibeam satellite cellular coverage is shown in Figure 1 .
For traditional frequency reuse schemes, the whole spectrum is divided into FR equal parts and each FR adjacent beams form a cluster. FR is also known as frequency reuse factor, and can be expressed as If FR is small, the system will get high spectral efficiency, but the inter-beam interference will be severe and limit the system capacity. If the system adopts a big FR, the inter-beam interference will be low but the system capacity is limited to the low spectral efficiency.
III. PROPOSED JOINT TRANSCEIVING SCHEME

A. Joint Transceiving Scheme for Satellite System
The traditional joint transceiving method which was introduced in terrestrial mobile celluar networks need to estimate the channel real-time to obtain weighting coefficients, which requires additional processing and resources. In the environment of multi-beam GEO satellite system, the joint transceiving can also be used in which the channel estimation requirement may be relaxed for some extents.
As mentioned in Section I, users in beam-edge area suffer from useful signal power attenuation and need joint transceiving among adjacent beams. The sketch of joint transceiving is shown in Figure 2 . ii Ex  are the same, SIR of user expressed will be maximized. That is main ideal of coherent joint transceiving.
B. Joint Transceiver & Weighted Factors
A common joint transceiver is shown in Figure. 
As discussed in downlink, SINR expressed here is also nearly maximized.
C. A Simplified Processing Algorithm
As the propagation paths of adjacent beams is approximately equal to the same user, the users in beam-edge can sum and receive signal easily. Hence, we can simplify the received signal based on the equal-gain combination algorithm.
The equal-gain combination algorithm is not any sense of the best way to merge. Only assume that every signal under the same condition of SNR all the way, it is the best result on the meaning of the maximum SNR. Its output is the result of the multiple signals amplitude superposition. It is used to simplify the receiving signals in many systems. In equal-gain combination algorithm, all the received signals are summed coherently.
Generally, 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the joint transceiving scheme is simulated. The antenna parameters are described in Table 1 . In this simulation, the max phase error is small. This error may bring negative effect on using low complexity joint transceiving. In extreme case, 3 beams have 0.32 radian phase difference to each other. Then it can be calculated that the joint power gain is 6.23dB. Comparing with the ideal condition that the joint power gain is 6.53dB, the phase error results in 0.3dB deterioration. However, such deterioration is so small that performance can also get promoted in this extreme case. Therefore, least mean square method with multiple reference points is proved useful in forming beams. 
Fig.4 SIR of users in central beam
The horizontal axis shows the distance from beam center to user. Here the satellite is considered to be located in GEO, so radius of beam is about 200km. Solid curve shows the user using 3-beam coherent joint transceiving, sparse dashed curve shows the user not using joint transceiving and dense dashed curve shows the user using joint transceiving in ideal situation. Frequency reuse factor here is 3, and interference caused by coherent joint transceiving is also taken into consideration.
It can be seen from Figure 3 that when user is more than 130km away from beam center, 3-beam coherent joint transceiving can achieve better performance. When users are in crossover of beams, SIR improvement can attain 6dB. Compared with ideal situation, SIR of case that using low complexity joint transceiving is about 0.3 dB less. This disadvantage is small relative to the advantage.
Furthermore, SIR improvement is lower than signal power gain which is considered to be above 6.23dB. The reason is that when using coherent joint transceiving, some beams will break the frequency reuse, then the interference will be greater and make SIR lower. Fortunately, this interference seems to be small and improvement of coherent joint transceiving is still prominent. For actual systems which is going to use coherent joint transceiving, a new resource allocation scheme may be needed to reduce the interference mentioned above.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a joint transceiving scheme for multi-beam satellite communication systems. First, a method is modified to meet the requirement of compositing beams. Then, the low complexity joint transceiving under composite beams based on a simplified processing algorithm is presented. Lastly, simulation result shows that beams are successfully composited and users' SIR in beam-edge achieve 6dB improvement by using our low complexity joint transceiving scheme.
